
WRITING ACTION SEQUENCES SCREENPLAY COMPETITION

Jun 23, The biggest problem many screenwriters who have trouble with is writing great action sequences. Glenn Benest
gives tips to grab your reader.

He calmly raises his rifleâ€¦ presses the stock firmly against his shoulderâ€¦ closes one eye as he takes steady
aim down the long barrelâ€¦to the shapes rumbling out of the brushâ€¦ TWO BEAR CUBS playfully wrestling.
What if you want more than one? The body, get the body!!! Give Some Pain or Obstacles for Your Hero to
Overcome Back in the early to mids, most action heroes never seemed to feel any pain. The objective and
drama of the scene are the aging Rambo proving his worth and skill to a pack of young warriors. Having
unlimited henchmen coming at the hero from the woodwork can actually disengage the reader from the
sequence. The scene ends with uncertainty, creating overwhelming suspense and hooking the reader into
finishing the script. A common mistake for screenwriters is to assume that to hook your reader, you need to
write an over the top, Michael Bay style action sequence where the world is blown to pieces and your action
hero has already escaped death six times. There's an art to writing nail-biting action: Shane Black, Tony
Gilroy writer of the Bourne screenplays , David Guggenheim Safe House and the Wachowski brothers Matrix
trilogy are some of the masters of that art. The audience looks to you for events they can't predict, but thinking
back, realize they should have seen coming. Benest is an award-winning writing producer with seven
produced screenplays, including two that were directed by Wes Craven. Recent Posts. Free download! Does it
further the story? Some films can get away with the big action opener. The figure just regards her, slightly
shifting weight. We've yet to see an explosion, gun fight, or car chase. But in the process of your action
sequence, you need to create story choices that make your reader feel a connection to the main character.
Rocky and The Matrix do. Tony Gilroy et al in The Bourne trilogies writes thrilling action scenes without
going into much detail regarding the action itself. Another problem is that the producer has a more difficult
time budgeting for a one-sentence fight scene that could take two weeks to shoot and three minutes of screen
time. Brendan had the objective of supporting his family and keeping their house, but he was conflicted by the
notion of having to beat his brother to do so. After deciding that a fight scene fits with your characters and
story, a writer must then decide how long it should be. But, more importantly, Stallone carries the feel of the
scene as a fight. Then he takes more of a beating and goes down. Below is an excerpt of Rambo: Last Blood, a
fifth installment of the Rambo franchise I pitched to the rights owners and later had the opportunity to script.
Listening in to the chaos he has caused -- an ocean away. Love8 How do you write a cinematic fight sequence
within a screenplay that engages the reader and avoids the traps and temptations of writing blow-by-blow
descriptions â€” which often force those readers to skim and lose interest? Half a beat, then Alex rushes him.
Tommy had the objective of winning for his Marine Corps family and for himself, unleashing some buried
anger onto his brother who deserted him and his mother years ago. And surprise is the fundamental
requirement of plot. Thus it is the broad stroke that needs to be featured. Simple answer. Leave it to the
eventual fight coordinator to handle the specifics. Screenwriter Jeb Stuart then gives the climax of the scene a
long paragraph to give it some bite. MGM Stallone also keeps the reader in touch with the emotions of the
characters in that scene. What the Heck is Onomatopoeia? When you move characters down a single path at
top speed, turns literally become difficult. But Action is the most deceptively challenging genre in Hollywood.
Tommy Tom Hardy is a military veteran haunted by past war horrors and living a down-on-his-luck existence.
Then, most importantly, the action is met with stillness. Some writers use slug headings to make action a
faster and usually more thrilling read - I'll include an example of their use near the end, from Michael Mann's
Heat.


